
Cookies Policy 

Every time you visit a website, Cookies are used to store tiny pieces of information. Cookies 

help websites to function. You know when you add a certain item to your cart when online 

shopping, close your browser and when you come back it is still there waiting for you? That 

was a cookie doing its job! Cookie serves as well as little reminders for the websites, 

remembering which language you prefer to read information on, if you have visited that 

website before and so on. 

It is no different when you visit and use our websites. However, there is no need to worry - 

the information collected via cookies is only retained for a period of time and after that 

period expires, the information collected is deleted. For specific expiry times and retention 

periods, please check your cookie settings in our cookie management tool. 

There are different types of cookies out there with different objectives and functionalities. 

We only use cookies in the way we describe in this Notice. 

Strictly necessary cookies - are the type of cookies that make it possible for our website to 

work, providing basic functionalities such as login to secure areas of the website and 

navigating on the website. Without these cookies, it is not possible to use our websites. 

Functional cookies - help us remember your preferences, such as preferred language and 

how you like the information on the website to appear. 

Statistical cookies - provide us with information so we can understand what our players 

like or dislike by collecting little pieces of information and reporting back to us. 

Marketing cookies - perhaps the most self-explanatory, marketing cookies help us track 

visitors across our multiple websites and show you the promotions we think would best suit 

your profile. 

Unclassified cookies- sometimes, a few cookies are going to appear as unclassified in our 

cookie management tool, which will only be temporary as our team will quickly allocate it to 

the correct cookie category. 

You can disable all cookies (except for the strictly necessary ones) on our cookie 

management tool. 

You can also delete cookies that were previously collected by us and other websites via your 

own browser. Please follow the links below to learn how to delete them: 

Android 

Apple 

Google Chrome 

Internet Explorer 



Mozilla Firefox 

Opera 

Safari 

 

 

[Cookies Settings] [Button] 

 


